Annual Report
2015 / 2016

Providing excellent
services and
stronger communities
for your future

Last year I was 4 weeks in post as
Chairperson of Muirhouse Housing
Association when I had the privilege of
writing my first annual report. Today
I’m delighted to have had another year
under my belt to become much better
acquainted with the organisation and
all the people who hold it dear.

Our staff have
continued to provide
our customers with
superb services...

Consequently it is with great satisfaction that I can report much
improvement over the period from this time last year to now.
Whilst acknowledging the huge strides we have made to improve
the weaknesses we identified last year, I can only do so by paying
tribute to those who worked so hard to help us on our journey of
improvement.

Background
Muirhouse has been in existence for 24 years and this time last year
was under High Engagement with the Scottish Housing Regulator
(SHR), with a Special Manager appointed by the SHR and three
statutory board members appointed to its board.
In the intervening period since then, we have replaced the Special
Manager with an Interim Chief Executive, we have had our three
statutory appointees withdrawn from the board in response to our
improving governance position and we have now embarked on
our final stage of our improvement plan by appointing a new Chief
Executive and Depute, as well as strengthening our Management Board.

Acknowledgements
During the closing period of the time we had David Jepson as our
Statutory Manager, we appointed Mags Lightbody as our Interim
Chief Executive, to help us get back onto the right track and help reestablish strong basic policy and procedural frameworks, as well as
developing our first draft business plan for our brave new world.
Mags brought a wealth of experience and housing knowledge to
the table and with her help we were able to support and motivate
the Staff, develop a host of essential and much needed policies and
practices together with laying down the framework for a robust and
strong organisation going forward. I offer my grateful thanks and
appreciation to Mags on behalf of the Muirhouse HA Board for a
terrific job she did on our behalf.
Alongside Mags, I must also acknowledge and appreciate the
herculean efforts of our three Statutory Appointees who weathered
the storms (sometimes literally when travelling in mid – winter)
to help reshape and reform MHA into a growing exemplar of best
practice. Shirley MacDonald, Gordon Cameron and Michael Clarke
all gave of their time willingly and with good grace, humility and
understanding and once again, I offer my sincerest thanks to each of
them for all their efforts on MHA’s behalf.
Finally, on the topic of governance let me also acknowledge the hard
work of our existing Board Members including our more recent coopted members. I pay fulsome tribute to their tenacity and grit that
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they stuck with it during the dark days of the regulatory investigation
and saw the process through the pain of transition till we achieved
turnaround and improvement became evident. This was a difficult
and emotionally fraught time and I take my hat off to each individual
Board Member who stayed the course on behalf of our staff and
customers.
Finally, let me acknowledge the huge professionalism and hard
work of our Staff. The last couple of years has been traumatic and
upsetting for everyone working for Muirhouse Housing Association.
But instead of complaining or giving in, our Staff have put their
heads down, got on with the job, and remarkably have continued
to provide our customers with superb services as demonstrated by
our performance figures. It really is an amazing feat to ignore all the
negative influences all around you to concentrate on the customer
and I can only offer our Staff team my utmost respect and thanks
in return for their sheer effort, professionalism and commitment to
Muirhouse HA.

So What Next?
I’m delighted to welcome Stevie McAvoy as our new Chief Executive
and Barry Allan as our new Finance and Corporate Services Manager
to the organisation and know that with their help and commitment
we will continue our journey of improvement and development.
Our staff team although small is nonetheless one characterised as
happy, dynamic and with a shared culture and vision which flows
through all of the Staff team and the Board. For any organisation, its
people are its greatest asset and this has never been more true than
at Muirhouse, where our Staff have been, and continue to be, simply
outstanding. My thanks go to each and every one of them.
However the future is bright. The Association remains financially
sound and has made enormous strides in improving our governance
and regulatory functions on the organisation. The relationship
between the Board and the Staff has improved immeasurably and
we now enjoy a culture of mutual respect and understanding with a
much broader awareness of the role and purpose that each individual
plays within the Association.
Stevie in his review, has outlined some of the achievements made
to date and our new business plan testifies to our aspirations and
enthusiasm to offer our customers better and more diverse services
going forward.

Muirhouse Housing Association enjoys the support and
involvement of the local community in which it operates
and our aim is to improve and develop those links to help us
become a community anchor for Muirhouse and its people.
In conclusion, I offer my grateful thanks to the Staff and the Board
for all their help, support and enthusiasm over the last year and in
particular my thanks to you – our customers - for sticking with us and
showing your support and appreciation as our improvement plan has
been delivered.
The last few months have been challenging but have also illustrated
a fantastic relationship between the Association and the people
it serves. I have not the slightest doubt that MHA will rise to the
challenges ahead and with teamwork and dedication, from both Staff
and the Board alike we can, and we will, take the Association on to
greater and better things.
In closing, it only remains for me to ask for your continuing support
and help and then invite you to comment or ask me any
questions relating to the content of this report.

Bob McDougall
Chairperson

We are a customer focused
organisation, working to
provide top quality homes
and services, tailored to the
needs of the individual.
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Our Chief Executive
reflects on -

A Year of
‘Significant
Improvement’
Similar to last year, 2015/16, has been an extremely challenging one
for the Board and Staff of Muirhouse Housing Association. It has been
well documented that as a consequence of weakness in governance
and financial management, the Housing Regulator felt compelled
to move the Association into high engagement status and appoint
additional co-opted members to our Board.

Determination,
resilience and
professionalism
have been the key to
returning Muirhouse
to where we belong...

So what have we done to resolve these issues and what lies ahead for
Muirhouse Housing Association ?
Well in summary we have ‘made significant improvement, we are
now in a much stronger position and have clear plans to continue that
improvement’. That’s not simply my assessment that’s the publicly
stated view of us now by the Housing Regulator.
In specific terms some of our achievements have been;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust governance arrangements
Board appraisal and training
Review of all policies and practice
Effective financial control and accountability
Appointment of a Finance and Corporate Services Manager
Appointment of a new Chief Executive
Ambitious, comprehensive and affordable 30 year business plan
Staff development plan
Improved internal and external audit arrangements
Affordable 30 year housing investment plan
Successful completion of a robust improvement plan set by
Housing Regulator
• Housing Regulator appointees to board ended
• Further improved our business performance and remained
amongst the top performing Housing Organisations.
Our hope in the near future is that, in light of this progress the Housing
Regulator will reduce our level of engagement below high.
Having only joined the Association in April, I can only claim a very
small part of credit for any progress. The real stars of the show have
been your Board and Staff, who collectively have persevered to serve
and support you. Their determination, resilience and professionalism
have been the key to returning Muirhouse Housing Association to
where we belong and should be.
Winston Churchill held the view that “Success is not final, failure is
not fatal, it is the courage to continue that counts” and for me that
captures the spirit and courage they have shown. What we have
added to that spirit is the protection and safety of good governance
and management, all of which hopefully reassures you that YOUR Housing Association is in safe and capable hands.
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I would also like to record my personal as well as the Association’s
thanks to the 3 co-opted Board Members, who have now departed
and also, in particular to my predecessor Mags Lightbody, whose
contribution has been immense. They have all played a huge part in
our recovery.
I am confident successful times are ahead for us, we have the benefits
brought by the intervention of the Housing Regulator to build upon
and the talent and determination at all levels to succeed. The lessons
that needed to be learned, have been well learned and we will ensure
we go from strength to strength from here on.

Stevie McAvoy
Chief Executive
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Our
Performance
The Scottish Social
Housing Charter

The Charter sets out the standards and outcomes that the Scottish
Government and Scottish Housing Regulator expects all social
landlords to achieve when performing their everyday housing
activities. We sent in our annual return on the Charter (ARC) to the
Regulator in May 2016 and were pleased to report some excellent
performance for 2015 to 2016.

The support of the
local community is vital
and we will be working
hard from now on to
improve our links and
engagement...

The following highlights our performance against the key
indicators from the ARC.

Landlord Profile: (as at 31/3/2016)
Total number of houses: 510

• Total rent due in the year: £22,881,00 • Total number of each apartment size and average weekly rent:

Size 		No. 								Average weekly rent
1 Bedroom
125 								
£67.01
2 Bedroom
196 								
£79.20
3 Bedroom
145 								
£88.87
4+ Bedroom
40 								
£101.40
(4 properties are shared housing with support)

Customer / Landlord Relationship:
(Our last customer satisfaction survey was carried out in 2013 and the next will be completed in 2016).
Indicator 										2013
% of tenants satisfied with the overall service provided by MHA				
90%
% of tenants who think MHA is good at keeping them informed about
their services and outcomes							

92%

%of tenants satisfied with the opportunities given to them to participate
in MHA decision making processes 							

84%

Housing Quality and Maintenance:
We carried out 1488 reactive repairs in 2015/16 with 1458 repairs being completed within our target timescales (98%).
Indicator 										2015/16		2014/15
% of stock meeting the Scottish Housing Quality Standard 				
100% 		
100%
Average length of time taken to complete emergency repairs				
5.6 hours
4.3 hours
Average length of time taken to complete non-emergency repairs				
2.9 days		
5.6 days
% of reactive repairs carried out in the last year completed right first time			
96%		
98%
% of tenants who had a repair carried out in the last 12 months satisfied with the service
92%		
99%
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Neighbourhood
and community:
2015/16:

75

100%
of Anti-social behaviour
cases resolved within
locally agreed targets
in the last year

The number of cases of
Anti-social behaviour
reported in the last year
2014/15: 93%

2014/15: 96 Cases

Getting good value from rents and service charges:
2015/16:

2015/16:

2015/16:

98.9%

O.O7%

Average length of time
taken to re-let properties
in the last year

Rent collected from
tenants as a % of total rent
due in the reporting year

% of rent lost through
properties being empty
in the last year

2014/15: 2.4 Days

2014/15: 99.5%

2014/15: 0.08%

3.5

Days
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MHA in the
Community
We want to be a significant force in driving positive change and
improving life opportunities for those who live in our community.
We will therefore work with the community, local politicians and key
public and voluntary sector partners to articulate what this will mean
going forward and produce a community development strategy for
MHA that complements the efforts of local stakeholders.
Whilst we are developing our ambitious plan, we are taking whatever
steps we can to engage with our local community and tenants.
• We picked up the “New Employer of the Year” Award from Port
of Leith Housing Association’s Trainee Graduation and Contractor
Awards for their TOil (Training Opportunities in Lothian) enterprise.
This was for the work we did with Lee McEwan during his TOiL placement.
Lee has since taken up a two-year Traineeship with us.

People are the
greatest asset in a
business. This has never
been more true than
at Muirhouse Housing
Association...

• On the back of this we are pleased to announce that we have taken on another
two Trainees through the TOiL programme for an 18 week placement for both
of them. Hannah and Natasha both have a local connection and have settled in
very well.
• Throughout the year we have continued our Tenant engagement through the
Tenant Panel meetings. We have consulted with our Tenants on topics such as
Asset Management, Repairs Service and letting standards. The feedback from
our Tenants is very valuable and we are always looking for more Tenants to
get involved.
• We have also developed a Tenant Participation Strategy to ensure
we have a consistent approach to Tenant participation and to
ensure we stay committed to;
- Improving the services which tenants receive;
- Improving local housing;
- Helping to improve the quality of life locally by creating
a safe, attractive and stable community.
• We have taken steps to increase MHA’s online presence,
ensuring we engage more on social media platforms
such as Facebook and Twitter. Furthermore we have
made a number of updates on our website in order to
keep it relevant and to make it a source of knowledge
for our Tenants.
• With the North Edinburgh Arts Centre we ran the
ever-popular Kids Film Club which shows up-to-date
films for free to packed audiences over the school
holidays.
• We had the pleasure of inviting a hundred Tenants
along to the Pantomime, a very popular event and a
good night for all who attended.
Looking forward we are focusing on areas such as
Tenants Scrutiny and Community Hubs, you will hear
much more about this in next year’s Annual Report.
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MHA Annual General
Meeting 2015
Our last AGM was held on Monday 28th September at the
Muirhouse Millennium Centre. Prior to the AGM we had an SGM
(Special General Meeting) where we asked our Members to vote
on a proposed change to the Rules. The vote passed and the Rules
have been changed.
We had over 35 Members, tenants and Staff attending the AGM where
business was conducted as usual. The Chair spoke about the year
MHA has been through and the many opportunities for the future.
He advised that whilst there had been many challenges, the
Association has healthy finances and looks positively toward the
future. After the meeting we gave out the ‘Best Garden’ (pictured
above) and ‘Good Neighbour’ Awards.
Mr Laing is pictured here with Housing Officer
Susanne receiving his ‘Good Neighbour’ Award
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Our 3 Year
Investment
Plan 2016-19
In April 2016 the MHA Board of Management approved a 3 year
investment plan for MHA. The plan (below) is linked to our
component life cycle programme. The investments in the plan are all
subject to physical inspections to assess the needs for work.

We enjoy the
support and involvement
of the local community
and our aim is to
improve and develop
those links...

By approving the 3 year Investment Plan we will be able to commit to
our delivery of maintaining the housing stock in good condition and
investing wisely in their future.
This is a benefit to our tenants and we will consult closely with them
on timing for works and also to provide them with input to choices on
major works where possible.

3 Year Investment Plan
Investment
Year

Phases

Component
Renewals

Planned
Maintenance

Cyclical

Component
Type Renewal

Cyclical
Painting

2016 - 2017

Phase 5, 6
(Muirhouse Park 18 to
23 / Muirhouse Drive
& Pennywell Gardens)

£765,481

£20,000

£30,000

Heating, Kitchen,
Kitchen Fan,
Smoke Detector

Phase 9 & 10
(Muirhouse Park
& Wester Drylaw)

2017 - 2018

Phases 7, 8, 11
(Craigroyston Place,
Grove, Muirhouse
Medway, Avenue

£525,425

£20,000

£100,000

Heating, Kitchen,
Kitchen Fan,
Smoke Detector

To be confirmed

Bathroom (Phase 1)

Phase 1 (Muirhouse
Green Odd Numbers)
2018 - 2019
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Phases 9, 10
(Muirhouse Park
& Wester Drylaw)

£298,348

£20,604

£102,000

Heating, Kitchen,
Kitchen Fan,
Smoke Detector

To be confirmed
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How do
we spend
your rent?
We hope this illustration reflects in
real terms how your rent money is
accounted for. So based on every
£10 of rent you pay we use the
money as follows:

We want to be a
significant force in
driving positive change
and improving life
opportunities for those
in our community...

Your rent goes a long way...
Bad debts					

-			

-			

Component replacement 				£0.70			7% 			
Office improvements / equipment 			

£0.10			

1% 			

-£350
£149,146
£24,045

Management / Running costs				£3.50			35% 			

£824,876

Service charges					£0.40			4% 			

£104,892

Loan interest					£1.70			17% 			

£398,947

Loan repayments					£2.40			24% 			

£563,868

Maintenance costs					£1.20			12% 			

£269,157

Total: £2,334,581
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Statement of
Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 31st March 2016
							Notes		2016			Restated 2015
		
Turnover						
2		 £2,931,707		
£2,521,907
Operating expenditure					2		(£2,078,992)		(£1,690,248)
			
Operating surplus 					
8		
£852,715		
£831,659
Interest receivable and other income 					£7,838			£1,904
Interest payable and similar charges						(£398,947)		(£263,065)
Other finance costs							
			

									
			

Surplus before taxation 						

Taxations						9		
		

£20,827			

(£36,000)

(£370,282)		

(£297,161)

£482,433 		

£534,498

-		

-

Surplus for the year							

£482,433		

£534,498

		
Unrealised gain / (loss) on pension liability					

£213,304			

(£14,000)

Total comprehensive income for the year 				

£695,737		

£520,498

There were no discontinued operations during the year. As a consequence the results relate wholly to continuing activities.
Comparative figures have been restated to reflect the adoption of FRS 102 and the Housing SORP 2014.
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Statement of
Financial Position
As at 31st March 2016
							Notes		2016			Restated 2015
		

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties					10a		£29,689,423		£29,182,261
Other fixed assets					
			

10b		£116,225			£95,689

									

£29,805,648		

£29,277,950

Investment						11		1			1
		

Current Assets
Debtors						15		£216,367			£157,418
Cash at bank and in hand							£1,417,366		£555,173
			

									

£1,633,733		

£712,591

Creditors
Amounts falling due within one year				
16		(£1,392,265)		(£3,446,155)
		
Net current assets / (liabilities)						£241,468		
(£2,275,094)

		
Total assets less current liabilities					

£30,047,116		

£27,002,857

Creditors
Amounts falling due after more than one year			
			

17		(£26,051,795)		(£23,244,807)

Net assets								

£3,995,321		

£3,299,580

			

Capital and Reserves
Share capital						20		48			44
Revenue reserves					21		£3,995,273		£3,299,536
			

									

£3,995,321		

Comparative figures have been restated to reflect the adoption of FRS 102 and the Housing SORP 2014.
The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Management Committee and
signed on its behalf on 8th August 2016.
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£3,299,580

Independent
Auditors’
Report
We have audited the financial statements of Muirhouse Housing
Association Limited for the year ended 31st March 2016 which
comprise a statement of comprehensive income, statement of
changes in reserves, statement of financial position and statement of
cash flow and related notes. The financial reporting framework that
has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United
Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).
This report is made solely to the Association’s members, as a body, in
accordance with Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act
2014. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to
the Association’s members those matters we are required to state to
them in an auditors’ report and for no other purpose.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume
responsibility to anyone other than the Association and the
Association’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report,
or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Management
Committee and Auditors
As explained more fully in the Statement of Management Committee’s
Responsibilities the Association’s Management Committee, are
responsible for the preparation of the Financial Statements that give a
true and fair view.
Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the financial
statements in accordance with applicable law and International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require
us to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s (APB’s) Ethical
Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the audit on the Financial Statements

Everyone working
at Muirhouse are
taking whatever steps
they can to engage with
our local community
and tenants...

Opinion on the financial statements
In our opinion the Financial Statements:
• Give a true and fair view of the state of the Association’s affairs as at
31st March 2016 and of its surplus for the year then ended;
• Have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice: and
• Have been properly prepared in accordance with the Co-operative
and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, the Housing (Scotland)
Act 2010 and the Determination of Accounting Requirements 2015.
In our opinion the exemption granted by the Financial Conduct
Authority from the requirement to prepare Group Accounts is
applicable as the amounts involved are not material.

Matters on which we are required to report
by exception
We are required to report to you if, in our opinion:
• The information given in the Management Committee’s Report is
inconsistent with the financial statements.

An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements sufficient to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. This includes an
assessment of: whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the
Association’s circumstances and have been consistently applied and
adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by the Management Committee; and the overall
presentation of the financial statements.

• Proper books of account have not been kept by the Association in
accordance with the requirements of the legislation.

In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information
in the Management Committee’s report to identify material
inconsistencies with the audited financial statements and to identify
any information that is apparently materially incorrect based on,
or materially inconsistent with the knowledge acquired by us in
the course of performing the audit. If we become aware of any
apparent material misstatements or inconsistencies we consider the
implications of our report.

• We have not received all the information and explanations
necessary for the purposes of our audit.

• A satisfactory system of control over transactions has not been
maintained by the Association in accordance with the requirements
of the legislation.
• The Income and Expenditure Account to which our report relates,
and the Balance Sheet are not in agreement with the books of the
Association.

We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.

Alexander Sloan
Chartered Accountants,
Statutory Auditors, Glasgow
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